Hello Robyn,

TPP’s TubeSpin® Bioreactors are the Perfect Solution for enhancing and optimizing suspension cells or microbial cells in culture, small or large scale.

TPP TubeSpin® Bioreactors come in 50mL tubes and 600mL bottles for efficient high throughput screening and optimization of suspension cell culture.

For example hematopoietic and insect cell lines as well as microbiological culture such as bacteria and yeast.

**Ideal for Suspension Cell Culture**
- Less incubator or hood space needed; when compared to a T75
- Less plastic usage and less plastic waste
- Great gas exchange throughout the culture
- No transfer stage - Spin down in the same tube
- Easier withdrawal from tube than a flask

**Ideal for Bacterial and Yeast Cultures**
- Multi-purpose use for anaerobic and aerobic cultures and high throughput screening
- Static or shaking culture start-up for small/large-scale production
- Rapid sampling for OD600 concentration measurements
- Fits standard centrifuge rotors for centrifugation and pellet collection
- TubeSpins are disposable after use and rids autoclaving glass erlenmyer flasks

[Click here for more information](#)

**Orbi-Shaker CO2 Resistant All Environment Shaker**
- For optimal growth of suspension cells
- Designed for use in CO2 incubators
- CO2, Temperature and Humidity compatible
- Remote controllable - adjust settings without opening incubator door
- Change flask clamps instantly with MAGic Clamp magnetic platforms

[Click here for more information](#)

**Fetal Bovine Serum**

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS)

500ml, USDA, Premium Select

$159.00

Link below and get your Quote!!!